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The District of Columbia has become a more popular place to live, especially for families. Population
growth began in 2006, with young adults between the ages of 20 and 34 driving much of this growth
(see Figure 1). This growth in the number of young adults translated into an increase in the number
of babies born per year starting in 2006, and an increase in the school-age population starting in
2012.

Figure 1. Population change driven by young adults and higher levels of births

The school-age population (aged 5 to 17) started to rise a few years later in 2012, growing by 9
percent from 2010 to 2017.1 Public school2 enrollment for pre-kindergarten to grade 12 likewise
grew by 20 percent over this time period. This population growth has also led to increased demand
for family housing3 and rising property values: Citywide, the total assessed real value of single-family
homes4 increased by 8.7 percent from 2010 to 2018, even while the total number of these homes
decreased by 2.8 percent.5
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Coffin, C. 2018. Will Children of Current Millennials Become Future Public School Students? D.C. Policy Center. Available at:
https://www.dcpolicycenter.org/publications/future-public-school-students-report/
2
Here and throughout, public schools refer to both traditional public and public charter schools.
3
However, there is a lack of single-family apartments in D.C. See Tatian, P. A. and Hendley, L. 2019. An Assessment of the
Need for Large Units in the District of Columbia. Prepared by the Coalition for Nonprofit Housing & Economic Development
and Urban Institute for the Office of the Deputy Mayor for Planning & Economic Development. Available at:
https://dmped.dc.gov/sites/default/files/dc/sites/dmped/publication/attachments/Formatted%20FSU%20Study_FINAL%20
6-24_1.pdf
4
Adjusted for inflation using the CPI for the Washington Metro Area (Bureau of Labor Statistics, Series ID CUURS35ASA0).
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Open Data DC. Integrated Public Tax System Extract for 2010 and 2018. Available at: www.opendata.dc.gov
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In school districts with little public school choice, one would expect such citywide increases in
enrollment, increases in school-aged population, and rising housing values to be mirrored at the
neighborhood level as well. In other words, an increase in a neighborhood’s school-age population
would lead to more students enrolled in that neighborhood’s schools. And in neighborhoods with a
fixed housing supply, housing values would be likely to appreciate as demand for family housing
increased.
The District’s neighborhood-by-neighborhood growth tells a different story. Although the city’s public
school enrollment and school-age population grew in tandem with rising housing prices, a look
beneath the surface shows that these changes are happening independently of each other at a
neighborhood level. The high degree of public school choice in D.C. weakens the link between where
people live and where their children go to school. Accordingly, enrollment changes by neighborhood
over the last several years are only weakly correlated with shifts in population or prices of existing
single-family homes.6
This disconnect between changes in housing values and changes in enrollment is critical: It shows
it is possible for District residents to decouple their housing choices from their choices about where
to send their children to school. Research suggests that the effects of this shift can be mixed, as
separating housing and school choices allows for both gentrification7 and potential integration of
neighborhoods. This separation also lets schools to have a more diverse student population as
students can attend a school that is outside their neighborhood.
This briefing further examines changes in neighborhood clusters where schools are located8 to see
how enrollment at schools is growing or declining across the city, how other neighborhood
characteristics of housing values and population are changing, and which neighborhood clusters
have changes that mirror citywide trends. It shows that school locations are neither a leading nor
lagging indicator of broader neighborhood change, as citywide trends are occurring at different rates
by neighborhood cluster. Planners should not anticipate that enrollment changes will rapidly increase
or decrease the school-aged population or housing values in a particular neighborhood.
***

Most neighborhood clusters experienced an increase in public school
enrollment
From school year 2010-11 to 2017-18, three-quarters of neighborhood clusters experienced

6

Single-family homes are only included in the analysis if the SSL (square, suffix, and lot) existed in both years so that a
constant stock is considered.
7
Pearman, F.A. and Swain, W.A. “School Choice, Gentrification, and the Variable Significance of Racial Stratification in
Urban Neighborhoods.” Sociology of Education. Vol. 90, No. 3. (2017), pp. 213-235.
8
The District has 46 neighborhood clusters for planning purposes, and of these 41 has at least one public school. These
were chosen as the unit of analysis because these are commonly understood subdivisions of D.C.
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enrollment growth in pre-kindergarten to grade 12 at the public schools within their borders (see
). On average, each neighborhood cluster had 341 more students at its public schools in school year
2017-18 than in 2010-11. However, gains and losses in enrollment occur at schools throughout the
city, and are not concentrated, for example, east of the Anacostia River or west of Rock Creek Park
(areas that tend to have different populations in terms of income and race9). The neighborhood
clusters with the most change10 from school years 2010-11 to 2017-18 are located in all quadrants
aside from Southwest.
Figure 2. Enrollment changes occur differently neighborhood by neighborhood
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Sayin Taylor, Yesim. 2019. Single-family zoning and neighborhood characteristics in the District of Columbia. D.C. Policy
Center. Available at: https://www.dcpolicycenter.org/publications/single-family-zoning-2019/
10
Identified as more than the standard deviation added to the mean.
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Interestingly, the increase in the number of schools in neighborhoods did not necessarily lead to
more students in these neighborhoods: Just 14 out of 41 clusters with schools had more schools in
school year 2017-18 on net than they did in 2010-11. A few clusters experienced a decline in the
number of schools but an uptick in the number of students. This shows that enrollment growth is
likely to be driven by higher demand or filling to capacity at particular schools instead of growth in
the nearby population.

Half of enrollment growth occurred at existing schools
About half of the growth in enrollment resulted from schools that opened or closed between school
years 2010-11 and 2017-18 (52 percent) and the other half occurred at schools that existed in both
school years (see Figure 3). Most growth at existing schools came from schools that added new
grades, which indicates that many schools grew slowly over time and gradually changed their
presence in a neighborhood. Thirty-six existing schools added grades over this period, including 11
DCPS schools. Growth was less likely to occur at existing schools that didn’t expand by grade, but
may have had excess capacity to take on more students.
Figure 3. Almost half of enrollment change came from existing schools

***
From 2010-11 to 2017-18, D.C. experienced growth in its public schools, school-aged population,
and housing values. Trends for these three metrics moved in the same direction: by 2018, the city’s
schools had 18 percent more students in kindergarten to grade 12, the school-aged population aged
5 to 1711 grew by 8 percent, and assessments of single-family houses were 26 percent higher. In
11

Population data were not available year by year to include three- and four-year-olds.
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other words, the city added about one resident aged 5 to 17 for every two additional students in
kindergarten to grade 12, meaning that more families are choosing to send students to public
schools.12 During this same period, the assessment value of the average single-family home grew
by $10 for every additional student13 enrolled.

Changes in school-age population tend to occur independently of
enrollment changes within a neighborhood cluster
By neighborhood cluster, the school-age population aged 5 to 17 has grown by 125 children and
youth on average. Out of 41 clusters with schools, 30 experienced growth in the school-age
population (see Figure 4). However, change in a neighborhood cluster’s school-age population is not
correlated with change in enrollment at its public schools. This discrepancy makes sense as 73
percent of public school students did not attend their in-boundary school in 2017-18,14 and less than
a quarter of students attended the school closest to their home in 2013-14.15 Even when students
do attend their in-boundary school, it may be located outside of the neighborhood cluster of their
home. For example, not all clusters have an in-boundary District of Columbia Public Schools (DCPS)
middle school: There are only 27 DCPS schools serving grades 6 to 8 compared to 41 neighborhood
clusters with schools. In addition, new schools are unevenly distributed by neighborhood cluster, as
18 clusters had no change in the number of schools from school years 2010-11 to 2017-18 compared
to 14 clusters that added up to three schools.
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Coffin, C. 2018. Will Children of Current Millennials Become Future Public School Students? D.C. Policy Center. Available at:
https://www.dcpolicycenter.org/publications/future-public-school-students-report/
13
This compares total enrollment in pre-kindergarten to grade 12 to assessments. The school-aged population is compared
to kindergarten to grade 12 enrollment to consider a consistent population.
14
Office of the Deputy Mayor for Education (DME). 2019. EdScape Beta: Enrollment Patterns. Available at:
www.edscape.dc.gov
15
Urban Institute Transportation Working Group. 2018. The Road to School. Urban Institute. Available at:
https://www.urban.org/research/publication/road-school-how-far-students-travel-school-choice-rich-cities-denver-detroitnew-orleans-new-york-city-and-washington-dc
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Figure 4. School-age population and public school enrollment are growing in different neighborhood clusters

Changes in enrollment do not match changes in housing values over time
Housing assessments for single-family houses16 increased by an average of $153,140, or 27 percent,
in nominal terms for the neighborhood clusters with housing.17 In general, housing values are
associated with perceived school quality. For example, one study examining differences in housing
values at school boundaries finds that parents will pay 2.5 percent more for a house in exchange for
a five percent increase in test scores.18 This is true in D.C. as well, where single-family homes that
are in-boundary for elementary schools with the highest assessment results are the most
16

See the note at the end of the piece on why the analysis focuses on single-family homes.
This is less appreciation that the House Price Index as calculated by the Federal Housing Finance Agency. Over this same
time period, housing with repeat mortgage transactions on single-family properties grew by 57 percent without adjusting
for inflation according to the annual state index. For more information, see
https://www.fhfa.gov/DataTools/Downloads/Pages/House-Price-Index.aspx
18
Black, Sandra E. “Do Better Schools Matter? Parental Valuation of Elementary Education.” The Quarterly Journal of
Economics. Vol. 114, No. 2 (May, 1999), pp. 577-599. Available at: https://www.jstor.org/stable/258701
17
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expensive.19
However, the amount of appreciation is only weakly correlated20 with the change in enrollment in a
neighborhood cluster, which means that, generally, shifts in housing values and enrollment are
unrelated. This is even true for the neighborhood clusters that have more schools with high quality
ratings on the 2017-18 school report card (see Figure 5).21 Fluctuations in housing prices may not
be correlated with enrollment changes for two main reasons. First, families could represent such a
small share of buyers that any preferences they may have for a nearby school are washed out by
other buyers (an estimated quarter of households have three or more persons in D.C.).22 Second,
D.C. has a high degree of public school choice, which means that school quality is not capitalized as
much into housing values.23 Only 27 percent of D.C. public school students attended their inboundary school in school year 2018-19, with the remaining attending public charter schools (47
percent), out of boundary DCPS schools (20 percent), DCPS application high school (4 percent), or
citywide schools (1 percent).24
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Moored, Ginger. 2015. The cost of a guaranteed spot in a DCPS elementary school. District, Measured. Available at:
https://districtmeasured.com/2015/07/20/the-cost-of-a-guaranteed-spot-in-a-dcps-elementary-school/
20
Correlation coefficient of -0.13.
21
Correlation coefficient of 0.19. This refers to the number of schools with a rating of 4 or 5 on the school report card in
each neighborhood cluster.
22
Sayin Taylor, Yesim. 2018. Taking Stock of the District’s Housing Stock: Capacity, Affordability, and Pressures on Family
Housing. D.C. Policy Center. Available at: https://www.dcpolicycenter.org/publications/taking-stock/
23
However, most neighborhood clusters with low growth in housing values and enrollment have fewer schools with a rating
of 4 or 5 on the school report card.
24
Office of the Deputy Mayor for Education (DME). 2019. EdScape Beta: Enrollment Patterns. Available at:
www.edscape.dc.gov
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Figure 5. Most neighborhoods with low change in enrollment or housing values have few schools with a 4 or 5 rating

A handful of neighborhoods are experiencing large changes in the same
direction as large changes in enrollment
Large enrollment changes generally are not indicative of broader neighborhood changes in the
school-age population or housing values. While some neighborhoods experience growth in schoolage population or housing values together with an increase in enrollment, many neighborhoods
undergo these changes in different ways. For example, there aren’t any neighborhood clusters where
all three factors are increasing quickly. Looking at the top ten neighborhoods experiencing the most
growth in each category (or the 75th percentile), just four are growing by the most in both
enrollment and mean housing values. The overlap in the highest growth neighborhoods in terms of
enrollment and mean housing values is even smaller: only one neighborhood cluster is growing the
most in both categories (see Table 1).
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Table 1. Only a few neighborhood clusters experience large swings in enrollment and housing values or school-age population

Overlap between neighborhoods with most growth in enrollment, housing values, and school-age
population
Neighborhoods with most growth, identified if top ten highest in a
Growth type
category
Growing the most in
enrollment and housing
Growing the most in
enrollment and schoolage population
Growing the most in
housing values and
school-age population

Edgewood, Bloomingdale, Truxton Circle, Eckington
Congress Heights, Bellevue, Washington Highlands
Friendship Heights, American University Park, Tenleytown
Lamond Riggs, Queens Chapel, Fort Totten, Pleasant Hill
Takoma, Brightwood, Manor Park
Cleveland Park, Woodley Park, Massachusetts Avenue Heights,
Woodland-Normanstone Terrace
Columbia Heights, Mt. Pleasant, Pleasant Plains, Park View

For example, there has been a large increase in enrollment25 at schools in both the Brightwood
Park, Crestwood, and Petworth neighborhood cluster and the Congress Heights, Bellevue, and
Washington Highlands neighborhood cluster, but while the Congress Heights cluster has also seen
one of the largest increases in children living there,26 the Brightwood Park cluster has actually seen
one of the largest decrease in children living there. The Edgewood, Bloomingdale, Truxton Circle,
and Eckington neighborhood cluster stands out for having both strong rising home prices27 and
strong enrollment growth, but many other neighborhoods have seen rapid housing price growth
without much change in enrollment (like the Columbia Heights, Mt. Pleasant, Pleasant Plains, Park
View neighborhood cluster), or little appreciation in housing prices but strong enrollment growth
(such as the Sheridan, Barry Farm, Buena Vista neighborhood cluster).
***

Takeaways
D.C. has experienced steady population growth since 2005, which includes a boost in the number of
children and youth. Citywide, this population increase has been accompanied by higher growth in
public school enrollment and rising housing prices.
These changes would be expected to be mirrored at a neighborhood level, as housing and school
decisions are often made jointly. However, this analysis shows that changes in enrollment,
population, and housing are not aligned with each other at a neighborhood level. This could be due
to public school choice in D.C. that separates housing from schools, or that families still have a small
enough presence that their housing decisions do not drive all housing values. It could also be related

25

Identified as growth in the 75th percentile, or over 682 students.
Identified as growth in the 75th percentile, or over 299 school-aged residents.
27
Identified as growth in the 75th percentile, or over $237,000.
26
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to the uneven distribution of new schools by neighborhood cluster.
This has one important implication for future growth: School locations are neither a leading nor
lagging indicator of broader neighborhood change, as citywide trends are occurring at different rates
by neighborhood cluster. Planners should not anticipate that enrollment changes will rapidly increase
or decrease the school-aged population or housing values in a particular neighborhood.

About the data
The education data in this analysis are from the Office of the State Superintendent for Education
(OSSE)'s enrollment audits, the National Center for Education Statistics' Common Core of Data, and
the DC Public Charter School Board Annual Report for 2011. Throughout this analysis, the term
“public schools” is used to refer to both traditional public schools and public charter schools.
The housing data in this analysis are from Open Data DC's Integrated Public Tax System Extract.
The population data in this analysis are from the United States Census Bureau and American
Community Survey 5-Year Estimates.
More information about the methodology and direct links to the underlying data can be found here.

Note: Why focus on single-family homes
D.C.’s housing stock is comprised of apartments (40 percent of units in 2017), single-family homes
(31 percent), condominiums (21 percent), and co-operative housing (8 percent).28 Many families will
rent instead of buy, but this analysis focuses on single-family homes because of available data on
capacity and assessments. Comparing data from Zillow on median two-bedroom rents with costs
associated with home ownership from the D.C. Policy Center’s Taking Stock database 29 suggests
that rental prices are likely to be similar to housing costs in neighborhoods where a two-bedroom
single-family home costs less than $3,400 per month.30 However, it is not possible to ascertain
apartment capacity per unit with the data currently available,31 limiting a full analysis of the rental
market. Condominiums, another category of housing, are unlikely to have child residents and
therefore less relevant to a study related to public school enrollment. An analysis of the Public Use
28

Sayin Taylor, Yesim. 2018. Taking Stock of the District’s Housing Stock. D.C. Policy Center. Available at:
https://www.dcpolicycenter.org/publications/taking-stock/
29
Sayin Taylor, Yesim. 2018. Taking Stock of the District’s Housing Stock. D.C. Policy Center. Available at:
https://www.dcpolicycenter.org/publications/taking-stock/
30
Coffin, C. 2018. Will Children of Current Millennials Become Future Public School Students? D.C. Policy Center. Available at:
https://www.dcpolicycenter.org/publications/future-public-school-students-report/
31
Data on the number of units are missing for about 25 percent of commercial apartment buildings in the Computer
Assisted Mass Appraisal Dataset and assessment values are missing for about 27 percent of apartment buildings in the
Integrated Tax System Public Extract.
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Microdata Sample for the 2013-2017 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates shows that 97
percent of households who pay condo fees in D.C. do not have children as residents. This is
confirmed by the Deputy Mayor for Education’s EdScape tool, which estimates a yield of 7 public
school students for every 100 condominiums, compared to 40 for single-family homes and 32 for
apartments.

About the Education Policy Initiative
The D.C. Policy Center started its Education Policy Initiative in October of 2017 to focus on the
demands and pressures on the public education system that result from changing demographics in
a growing city. This is the fourth report in the Education Policy Initiative’s paper series, “Changing
Schools in a Growing City,” which studies how the District’s schools can attract and retain families
of all types.
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